
Unified 
Theory of 
Growth



Growth is a constant imperative for 
most organizations, especially as 
market conditions decline. The old 
adage 

 is seen as a 
truism today. Market turmoil–
caused by inflation, rising interest 
rates, the fear of recession, layoffs, 
and more–is forcing organizations to 
react quicker than ever not just to 
stay competitive, but to stay alive.

“if an organization isn’t 
growing, it’s dying”

If one were to examine the goals for OKRs 
for themselves, their departments, or their 
organizations, it’s a safe bet most of them 
ultimately roll up to some form of growth or 
profitability metric.
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Growth is 
increasingly 
difficult

Mid-market has its own 
set of unique challenges:

And yet growth is increasingly hard to come by. 
Simply making a good product for good people 
with driven sales folks and pleasant customer 
support doesn’t cut it  anymore. Product quality 
is table stakes. More and more products are 
becoming commoditized due to globalization 
and consolidation, while pricing pressures 
from procurement squeeze margins.

Risk profile:  
Mid-market  firms are large 
enough tract ion to protect  
but  small  enough that  
resource constraints can 
make i t  even more di fficult  
to produce home-run-
swing init iat ives.

External Pressure:  
For  firms with PE backing ,  
success looks l ike 
executing a known 
playbook with a heavy 
emphasis on improving 
EBITDA. Pursuing new 
growth opportunit ies can 
be tough given the l imited 
hold periods.

Talent:  
Hir ing and developing 
talent  capable of  
Innovation work,  which 
requires a widely di f ferent  
ski l l  set  and bel iefs,  can 
often be a struggle.

M&A Risk: 
Acquisit ions are common 
but can be fraught with 
r isk from a culture fit  and 
synergy perspect ive.

Strategy: 
Strategic planning is  
dominated by the 
execution of  the current  
business model ,  leaving 
l i tt le  to no bandwidth for  
innovation.
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Despite these challenges, 
the pressure to grow isn’t 
going anywhere.



Companies need to 
develop aggressive growth 
plans that 

Manifold Advisory 
has developed a unique 
point of view about where 
growth comes from and 
how to unlock it, regardless  
of industry and regardless 
of the economic climate. 
Our Unified Theory of 
Growth has four major 
pillars that all build off of, 
and reinforce, each other.

minimize risk 
and maximize the 
potential for new value 
creation. 



Embrace Digital   
         Transformation
Many of the touchpoints with customers will  be digital.  Customers now expect 
an omnichannel experience where every touchpoint recognizes and understands 
the ones that have come before it .

Most organizations we encounter still  employ operational aspects that remain 
either entirely paper-based or util ize outdated and disconnected legacy 
technology. There are dozens of processes that can be dramatically streamlined, 
systematized, and, in some cases, fully automated. 


To fully unlock the potential of an organization's team, improve profitability, and 
improve the customer experience, embracing modern systems and stitching 
them together is imperative.


// Pillar One



Improve the   
         Customer Experience
It can be difficult to compete in 
product superiority for reasons we’ve 
already mentioned. Similarly, it ’s 
difficult to compete on operational 
excellence as organizations TQM 
themselves as much as possible.



But customer intimacy remains wide 
open in almost every field. As most 
organizations grow and standardize 
operations, they squeeze humanity 
and delight out of their experience.

Every organization we’ve worked with has 
had myriad opportunities to give those 
experiences to customers. By rethinking 
the customer experience – from the very 
first ad they see through purchase, 
fulfillment, and repeat use – 
organizations can create brand 
preference, improve retention, drive 
organic word of mouth, turn 
commoditized services into differentiated 
experiences, and more.



Even better, these initiatives rarely 
require significant R&D spending. What 
they do require is a deep empathy for the 
customer, the creativity to re-evaluate 
“the way we’ve always done it” across 
every touch point of the customer 
journey, a will ingness to test novel 
approaches in a systematic way, and the 
discipline to implement winning 
approaches consistently over time.


But customer intimacy remains wide 
open in almost every field. As most 
organizations grow and standardize 
operations, they squeeze humanity 
and delight out of their experience.

At the same time, customers are 
increasingly expecting more: they 
want to buy from organizations that 
are authentic, that treat them with 
humanity, that constantly look for 
ways to surprise and delight, and that 
are motivated by more than mere 
profit maximization.

// Pillar Two



Pursue Net   
New Offerings

While maximizing the share of wallet for 
existing offerings is clearly a strategic 
imperative, it ’s also important to think 
about the future needs of customers, 
without betting the farm.

Sell current customers more of what 
you offer

Acquire new customers to buy what 
you offer

Offer current customers something new

Offer new customers something new

The best approach we’ve seen is a studio 
approach. Taking very small bets with 
very small teams, based on informed 
customer hypotheses, and using that data 
to rapidly iterate on net new business 
ideas, testing new business or delivery 
models, etc.



An organization that knows how to 
execute a known business model, and an 
organization that can iterate its way 
toward a new business model are almost 
completely different entities. They need 
to be treated as such, with different 
governance, accountability, incentives, 
and approaches to measurement.



These teams ideally have different 
mandates than the rest of the 
organization, have the freedom to focus, 
and have limited budgets to run tests, 
earning additional resources only as 
initiatives pass stage gate criteria. It ’s 
effectively the “lean startup” approach 
applied to a corporate environment.



Just l ike venture firms that have learned 
the odds of success go up dramatically by 
spreading risk across multiple bets, these 
studios embrace a portfolio mentality, 
where a couple of initiatives survive the 
gauntlet and generate enough long-term 
asset value to make the whole portfolio 
worthwhile.


// Pillar Three

There are 4 main ways to 
grow revenue, you can:



Build a 
         Culture of Change
Your strategy and your success depend on your 
organization’s ability to adapt to change.

While growth is the obvious imperative, successful implementation isn’t always 
as obvious. Embracing the tenets of the three other pillars, while balancing day-
to-day operations, can create overwhelming difficulties. Embracing digital 
transformation requires a mental and operational change in how things get 
done; Rethinking and improving customer experiences requires a change in how 
individuals and teams think about the customer journey; Pursuing and testing 
new offerings requires constant change and iteration.



A thoughtful,  process-driven approach will  allow your team to make faster, 
better decisions, and helps to create a culture of change throughout your 
organization. This culture of change is the supporting imperative to achieve 
growth. Creating necessary, rapid feedback loops will  help to identify 
bottlenecks and operating inefficiencies. Building this culture of change will  
support and reinforce your organization’s growth.


// Pillar Four



Taking Advantage 
of The Four 
Pillars of Growth
These four pillars create a virtuous cycle.

By embracing digital transformation and 
investing in the customer experience, 
organizations can reinvent the current 
state in subtle but meaningful ways, 
creating happier customers and a more 
profitable organization.



By embracing a portfolio approach to  
new product development, organizations 
are able to unlock new sources of value 
and ensure relevance continuously into 
the future.

And, by adopting change to its fullest 
extent, organizations can maximize the 
effectiveness of the other three pillars.

Manifold’s capabilit ies are designed 
around these four pillars for a reason.

We believe any organization that takes 
them seriously can position itself for 
growth in the coming years, regardless  
of the macroeconomic climate.



Getting started down the growth journey 
is easy. We recommend starting with our 
Growth Readiness Assessment, which can 
help your team assess current strengths 
and weaknesses in each of these four 
areas. It ’s included at the end of this 
document. And if  you think you could  
use some help executing these initiatives, 
we’d love to talk.


John Sviokla
Senior Advisory Partner

e: john.sviokla@manifold.group

c: 617.510.3565

Jordan Katz
Advisory Partner

e: jordan.katz@digintent.com

c: 312.925.5370



Growth Readiness 
Assessment
How to complete this assessment: For each of the questions below, 
rate your organization on a scale of 1-5, with 5 being the highest.

Leadership

Our organizat ion has a clear  strategic plan 
for  how we intend to grow in the next  10 
years.



Our business units  have well-defined 
init iat ives that ,  i f  executed,  wi l l  lead to 
the accomplishment of  our  strategic 
growth plan.



Our leadership regularly  communicates 
the vis ion for  growth to the organizat ion.



Team members have goals that  map to 
growth init iat ives.



Team members are assessed,  
compensated,  and promoted at  least  
part ial ly  on the accomplishment of  growth 
object ives.


Digital Transformation

Our organizat ion has numerous paper-
based or  legacy systems.



Our organizat ion has embraced technology 
in  key areas -  CRM, ERP,  etc.



Our organizat ion does not  suffer  from the 
prol i ferat ion of  platforms.

Our organizat ion has a unified view of  the 
customer across touchpoints.



Our organizat ion has a consistent  process 
for  identi fy ing and removing bott lenecks in  
customer-facing and back-end processes.
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Customer Experience

Our organizat ion has clearly  defined and 
truly  di f ferentiated values.



Our organizat ion has a deep understanding 
of  our  customers,  their  pain points,  and 
both stated and revealed preferences.



Our organizat ion regularly  seeks out  
feedback from customers.



Our organizat ion constantly  seeks to 
improve the way we del iver  our  products 
or  service to customers.


New Product Development

Our organizat ion has a culture that  
pr ior i t izes and rewards innovation.



Our organizat ion has an establ ished 
governance process and allocated budget 
for  innovation init iat ives.



Our organizat ion has identified key team 
members to spearhead innovation 
init iat ives.



Our organizat ion has alternat ive processes 
for  legal ,  procurement,  and compensation 
for  innovation init iat ives.



Team members in  our  organizat ion feel  
comfortable surfacing new ideas and 
empowered to explore them.


Data, Analytics, and 
Change Management

Our organizat ion makes regular  use of  
data to inform decision-making .



Our organizat ion uses data to identi fy  
opportunit ies to improve customer 
experience.



Our organizat ion uses data to identi fy  
bott lenecks in  exist ing processes.



Our organizat ion uses data to surface 
potential  new business opportunit ies.



Our organizat ion has a robust  change 
management competency to ensure 
init iat ives with promise can be 
implemented in the organizat ion 
successfully.



